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Introduction.   The differential equation

(1) y"(x)-2xy'(x) + 2nyx = 0       (n = 0, 1, 2,...),

known as Hermite's equation arises in quantum mechanics in connection with the

one-dimensional simple harmonic oscillator. It can be solved by the method of

undetermined coefficients and yields the Hermite polynomials

(2) Hn(x) = (-1)" exp (x2)[dn exp (-x2)ldxn]       (n = 0, 1, 2,...).

These polynomials are orthogonal with respect to the weight function exp (—x2).

We will work with the normalized Hermite functions

(3) <Pn(x) = exp (-x2f2)Hn(x)fTT^(n\y<22">2       (n = 0,1,2,...),

which are orthonormal on (—oo, oo) and complete in ^2 [1, p. 288].

Notations and definitions will be as in the main reference of this paper [2]. For

any real number p, we say that/£ J^p if the function/e =S? on every finite interval,

and if

(4) f     \xpf(x)\ exp(-x2/2)dx < +00.
J — 00

Iffe¿ep, for every p^O, we say that/eX Iffe Jc°, and if

/»co

an = /(*)*»(*) dx       (n = 0, 1, 2,...),
j— 00

the generalized Fourier series coefficients, then we say that the series 2™= o on(í>n(x)

is the Hermite series of f(x), and write

(5) /(*)-t «»«»to-
n=0

If the series 2™=o an<t>n(x)rn converges, for 0^r< 1, tof(x, r), then the functions

f*(x) = lim supr^if(x, r) and fif(x) = limmfr_xf(x,r) are called the upper and
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lower Poisson sums respectively of the series 2™= o an®n(x). Analogous to the

Riemann function for trigonometric series [3, p. 319], we form the series

(6) F(x, r) = - | 2^2 °»(*)r"       (0 = r < 1}

which under the given hypothesis converges to a function F(x).

Major theorems. This paper is concerned with the problem of determining

when a given series of Hermite functions, 2"= 0 anQ>n(x), is a Hermite series in the

above sense. In Chapter II we prove

Theorem I. Let the series 2™= o an®n(x)rn converge, for 0 ^ r < 1, to f(x, r).

Suppose that

(i) \f(x, r)\ =o(l/(l —r)) uniformly in x as r -> 1 ;

(ii) there is a function yxeJ>f such that — oo<yx(x)Sf*(x) ¿f*(x)< +oo for

all x;

(iii) there is a function y2eJ*ra such that — oo< y2(x)^F(x) for all x.

Then the series 2"= o on<S>n(x) is Poisson summable almost everywhere, and is the

Hermite series of its Poisson sum.

Theorem II. Let the series 2,ñ*.0anQ>n(x)rn converge, for 0^r<l, to f(x,r).

Suppose that

(i) \f(x, r)\ =o(l/(l — r)) uniformly in x as r -> 1 ;

(ii) limr^xf(x, r)=0for all x.

Then an = 0for all n.

In Chapter II we shall show that these theorems are, in a certain sense, best

possible. They extend several of the main results in Rudin's paper [2]. This paper

was motivated by V. L. Shapiro's work on harmonic analysis and the heat equation,

in particular [4].

Chapter I
Fundamental lemmas.

Lemma 1. Suppose

(i) 3 is the open rectangle:   —R<x<R, Tx<t<T2 with boundary 3. Let

3x = {(x,t) | -R<x<R,t = T2} and let 3>2 = à~àx;

(ii) h(x, t) satisfies

(7) hxx(x, t)-(x2 + l)h(x, t) = 2ht(x, t)   inSd\J 2X,

where

h(x, t) e <iHß u Sj)       and      h(x, t) e <€*(9) u 3) ;

(iii) lim inf(JC>i)^Uo,to) h(x, t)^0for all (x0, t0) e 32.

Then (a) h(x, r)=0 in 3 u à';

(b) h(x, t) assumes its maximum in 32.
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Proof. Suppose h(xx, tx)<0, where (xx, tx)e&¡. By (iii) and the continuity of

h(x, t) on the compact set 2 u Ù>, h(x, t) must assume its minimum in S u 3>x,

say at (x0, t0) e @> u 2¿ix, and h(x0, t0) < 0. This means hxx(x0, t0) ̂  0 and ht(x0, t0) á 0.

Since h(x, t) satisfies (7) in É> u 2X, at (x0, t0) we have

hxx(x0, t0)-2ht(x0, t0)-(x^ + l)h(x0, t0) = 0.

~~io-     ~~Iö~~        ~~>0~

This is a contradiction in signs, proving (a).

Suppose h(x, t) assumes its maximum in £¿ u 3ix, at a point (x2, t2). Then

W*2, t2)^0 and Axx(x2, í2)á0. Again using (7) we have

hxx(x2, t2)-2ht(x2, t2)-(xl+ l)h(x2, t2) = 0.

This means each term must be zero and h(x2, t2)=0. Since h(x, t)2:0 in S u É>, the

maximum in S> u ^ is zero. This means A(x, t) = 0 for (x, i) £ 3> u ^, hence in

any case h(x, t) assumes its maximum in 2>2.

Lemma 2. Suppose

(i) N(x, r) satisfies

(8) Nxx(x, r) - (x2 + l)N(x, r) + 2[rN(x, r)]r = 0

for — oo <x< + co and0^ r < 1, wAere A(x, r) e ^ for — oo <x< + co andO~r< 1 ;

(ii) limr^! A(x, r) = 0 uniformly on compact subsets;

(iii) | A(x, r ) | ̂  F, a positive constant for — co < r < + oo ana10 S r < 1.

FAen N(x, r) = 0for -oo<x< +co and0^r< 1.

Proof. Define h(x,t) = e~tN(x,e-t) for -co<x<oo and 0<í<qo. Then

A(x, t) satisfies (7). We note |A(x, t)\=e~t\N(x, e~l)\ SK, a constant for all x and

í>0. lim¡_0 h(x, t) = lii"i-o e~l lim(-,0 N(x, e~l)=0 uniformly on compact subsets.

To show A(jc, r)=0, it is sufficient to show h(x, t) = 0. Consider the function

1 (x2—2t       x2    1
*(*. 0 = (77(i_g-2t))1,2 e^P {-^—rr^j     for * > o-

Claim B satisfies (7) for t > 0 and all x.

(l + e~2t)
Bx(x, t) = ^ exp i-

\-e~2i) (l-e"2')3'2

»M.o - ¿¡""^-^.-^f1--» [(l-e->-*l+.-n

Thus Fxx(x, t)-2Bt(x, t) = (x2+ l)B(x, t) which is (7). Set

UR(x, t) = K[B(x+R, t) + B(x-R, t)\
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for R>0 and i>0. Then UB(x, t) satisfies (7) since B does, for all x and i>0.

Note

B(0, t) = e-'/Ml -e"*))1'3 = l/(ir(e2i-1))1'2       for t > 0.

Thus UR(+R, t) = K[B(2R, t) + B(0, t)]>KB(0, t) since B^O and UR(-R, t)

= K[B(0, t) + B(-2R, t)]^KB(0, t) since B^O. Thus

UR(±R,t)í K¡(rr(e2i-l))1'2       for f > 0.

Let 7 be an arbitrary positive number. For 0 < / á 7 we have

|/z(± R, t)\ ^ Kú A'(ir(e2T-l))1'2/(ir(e2í-l))1'2 ^ (He23"-!))1'2 UR(±R, t)

™ for ? > 0.

Hence the functions (ir(e2T -1))1'2 {/*(*, i)±«(*> t) which both satisfy (7) in the

open rectangle — R < x < R and 0 < / < 7 are nonnegative on the sides by (9). Call

the open rectangle DBT. On the lower boundary of DRT we have

lim h(x, /) = 0   and   lim UR(x, t) = 0 uniformly.
t->0 i-»0

Thus Lemma 1 applies and we have

(ir(e2r-1))1'2 UR(x, t) ± h(x, i) ^ 0 in DR,T closure.

This means  \h(x, t)\ ^ (ir(e2r-l))li2 UR(x, t).  Holding (x, t) fixed and letting

R -> oo we have lim^o, t/B(;c, t) — 0.

Thus |«(x, 0| can be made arbitrarily small which gives

h(x, t) = 0   for -co < x < +00 and 0 < t < 7.

But 7 was arbitrary, thus h(x, t)=0 for -oo<x<oo and all i>0.

Lemma 3. Let f(x,r) = lirnN_,x,*2iï=0ak<&k(x)rk exist for   — oo<x< + oo  a«o"

0^r<l.

7/ze« (a) for fixed r, 0^r< l,/(x, r) converges uniformly in x.

(b)f(x,r)ejefor0^r<l.

Proof. Since/(x, r) converges, limn_ „ an<bn(x)rn = 0 for all x and fixed r, 0^r<l.

By [2, Theorem 7],

(10) anrn = oí«1'4)   for 0 <, z- < 1.

By choosing S such that (1 + 8)r< 1 we see that a„[(l + S)r]n ̂  A'«1'4 for all «, where

K is a positive constant. Since \Hn(x)\ < l.K«!)1'2 2nl2 exp (x2¡2) for all x and

« [5, p.324], we get

(11) |4>n(;c)| < 1   for all x and«.

Thus

|/(*,r)| Ú  2 1^1 |*»(*)| ̂  K J Tnnjvi - *» < + °°>

by the Weierstrass Af-test for 0 fí r < 1, which proves (a).
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Since

J*_^ \x>f(x, r)\ exp (-x2l2) dx Ú j"^ \x\" | ^^ exp (-x2/2)dx

á Kx        |xJ,|exp(-x2/2)o'^< +00
J — oo

for all p^O, we have (b).

The Poisson kernel for Hermite series [6] has the form

(12) P(x,t,r)= 2 ®n(x)<!>n(t>n = Wl-Orexpj^-2-^^-2}

(0 = r< 1).
For ease in integration we write

exp

(13) P(x, t, r) =

/    x2 (l-r2\\

\    2 \l+r2JJ        (    (l+r2) I      2xr\2\
tt1'2^ - r2)1'2 P \   2(1 - r2) \     l+r2) ]

(0 â r < 1)
and

(14) Px(x, t, r) = [~X(i^2r)2+2rt]p(x, t,r)       (0 g r < I).

Lemma 4. Let f(x, r) = 2"=0 an^>n(x)rn exist for -co<jc< +oo and 0^r< 1.

Suppose that \f(x,r)\-=s(r)l(l—r) for — oo<x<+oo and 0^r<l, where e(r) is

bounded and s(r) = o(l) as r-*-1. Then

f(x, r+ro-1) = j"j(t, r0)p(x, t, "+^~1) <ft

/or 0<r0< 1 ana* 1 — r0<r< 1.

Proof. By [2, p. 398], we can differentiate across the integral and show

^J(t,r0)p(x,t,r-±^}dt

satisfies (8). Using the substitution z=(r+r0 — l)/r0 we have

lim T   f(t, r0)p(x, t, r + r°~1) dt = lim P f(t, r0)P(x, t, z) dt = f(x, r0)
r-»l J-a, \ '0 / a-»l J-oo

uniformly on compact subsets, since/(x, r0) is continuous and in JP.

Since

we have

\f(t, r0)\ Ú £&       and        P  P(*, r, r) A ^ 2,
1 — Tq J - »

I J - oo \ " o       / i— ' 0

for all jc, 1 — r0 ̂  r < 1.
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The above three conditions are also met byf(x, r+r0— 1). In fact,

\f(x,r + r0-l)\ â  2 M |*»(*)| = Kx J ¿TTsyi = K2

for all x and r, using (10) and choosing S as in Lemma 3.f(x, r+r0 — 1) satisfies (8)

since <bn(x) satisfies [7, p. 105]

On(x) - (x2 + 1)Ob(jc) = - (2« + 2)4>n(x)       (« = 0, 1, 2,... ).

The uniform continuity of fx(x, r) and fxx(x, r) follows from the M-test.

Thus

/(*, r + rQ- l)~fx fit, r0)p(x, t, !:±J^) dt

satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 2, proving this lemma.

Lemma 5. Let f(x, r) = 24™=0an<l>n(x)rn exist for -co<x< +co and 0^r<l.

Suppose that \f(x,r)\^e(r)/(l — r) for —co<x<+<x> and 0 = r<l, where e(r) is

bounded and e(r) = o(l) as r -*■ 1.

Then (a) fx(x, r) = 2„œ- o anVn(x)rnfor 0 Ú r < 1 ;

(b) for fixed r,0£r< \,fx(x, r) converges uniformly in x;

(c)fx(x,r)e^forOúr<l;

(d)  fx(x, v + r-l)= r   f(t, r)Px(x, t, V-±I^) dt=2 anK(x)(v+r-1)"

for 0<r<l and 1—r<i><l;

(e) \fx(x, r)\ = £i(r)/(l - r)3'2 for - oo < x < + oo and \ ^ r0 < r < 1, where ex(r) is

bounded and ej(r) = o(l) as r -> 1.

Proof. By the recursion formula for Hermite polynomials [1, p. 286],

(15) 2Vn(x) = (2«)1'20.n_i(x)- (2« + 2)1'2<Dn ¥ ¿x)   for n = 1.

Using (11) and (15), we have |Oi(x)| ¿An112 for all n and jc where A is a positive

constant. Thus

2 «„«»(x)!-» =s 2 Kr"i i^wi
n=0 n=0

.  ■   ^ n^An1'2      „

= ^?o7iW = *2<+00'

using (10) and the ratio test. By the Weierstrass M-testfx(x, r) = 2"= o anQ>'n(x)rn con-

verges uniformly for all x and 0^ r < 1, and the representation is justified, proving

(a) and (b).

Since /!„ \x%(x, r)\ exp (-x2/2) dxúK2 J", |xp| exp (-x2¡2)dx< +oofor all

p^0 and 0^r< 1 we have (c).

By Lemma 4

f(x, v+r-1) = J^ /(/, r)p(x, t, ̂ P1) dt
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for 0<r<l and l-r<v<l. Since f(t, r) e Jf we can differentiate across the

integral sign [2, pp. 398, 399] to obtain (d).

Set p = (v+r— l)/r. Using (d), (14) and the substitution

v = l(l + p2)l2(l-p2)Y'2(t-2xPl(l + p2)),

exp

\fx(x, v + r-l)\ = ^ " y}i,a(1_py ^ [x \-x(l + p2) + 2tP\exp(-y2)dt

e(r)^{-j{\T7)}4p
1-r   ir1i2(l-p2yi2(l+p2)

r<*>   I x(l-p2)3'2   |

Set gx(x, p, r) equal to the term outside the integral, and

Atr  A -     X(l-p2r2
K,p)      [8p2(l+p2)]112

Then

\fx(x, v + r-1)| = gx(x, p, r) |J      L4-v) exp (- y2) a>

+ £°(v-/í)exp(-v2)ízv}

= gi(x,p,r)¡AJ^  exp(-y2)dy-\    (-2v)exp(-v2)í/yj

= f i(x, p, r) ¡A J     exp(-v2)c/v+l|-

Note gj(x, p, r)^e(r)K3/(l -r)(l-p)112, where AT3 is a positive constant. Recalling

P = (v + r-l)/r, set v = r to get 1/(1 -p)< 1/(1-r), and ft(x, (2r-l)/r, r)

= ei(r)/(l — r)3'2 if 1 > p > 0. To ensure this, choose r0 > %. Then, for r > r0, we have

2-l/r>0, (2r-l)/r>0, and p = (2r-l)/r>0. Thus for r>r0,

gx(x,(2r-l)/r,r) = ex(r)l(l-r)3'2,

where ex(r) is bounded and o(l) as r -> 1.

Part (e) of Lemma 5 will be proven if we show that

gx(x,2-^,r)AJA_Aexp(-y2)dyi^

or that

e(r)      exp\    2 \l + p2)/ ,  .„      2,3/2 f " ,     2, ,    .    ex(r)
—r X*-(l-p2Y>2 !^!(1-P2)3/2 J_ m exp (-v2) <fc S ^ |3/2

for r0 < r < 1.
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It is sufficient to show

n(f3WK(f3)}
is uniformly bounded for p near 1. Setting r¡ = (l—p2)/(l+ p2) and noting r¡^0

as p-» 1 we need only show \x\r¡ exp (( — x2f2)r¡) is uniformly bounded. In fact,

for05^<i, \x\r¡ exp ((-X2/2)r¡)<l.

Generalized Hermite operators,    i>,,(x) satisfies [7, p. 105]

(16) <D;(x)-(x2 + 1)Ob(jc) = -(2n + 2)<Dn(x)       (n = 0,1,2,...).

We consider the equation

(17) y"(x)-(x2 + l)y(x) = 0.

Putting

/?(x) = exp (x2/2) exp(—u2) du,
J —   00

we note that ß(x) and |S(-x) are linearly independent solutions to (17). Given a

function F(t), defined in a neighborhood of the point x, and A>0, there exists a

unique function y(t) which is a solution of (17) and is such that y(x+A) = F(x+A)

and y(x—A) = F(x—A). We define

(18) AF(x) = lim
2[y(x)-F(x)]

A2

provided the limit exists. A*F(x) and A*F(x) are defined likewise with lim supft_0

and lim inf„_o in place of lim- By [2, p. 388],

(19) AF(x) = F"(x) - (x2 + l)F(x)   if F"(x)

exists.

Setting

k(X,t)   =   TT-^ß(x)ß(-t) (X<t),

=  TT-Wß(-X)ß(t) (X   =   t),

we define

(20) «/(*)= -P f(t)k(x,t)dt,
J —  (30

provided fe^. The Í2 operator is the inverse of A. In particular, forfeit",

/(*)~Z"-o «n^-W i» n/W~Z»-o (anf(2n + 2))Q>n(x) [2, p. 389].

Lemma 6. Let f(x,r) = j£=0an(bn(x)rn exist for -oo<x<+co a«a" 0^r<l.

Suppose that \f(x, r)\ ^e(r)f(l-r) for -oo<x<+co and0^r<l, where e(r) is

bounded and e(r) = o(l) as r-^l. Set F(x, r)= -2™= o (anf(2n + 2))<î>n(x)rn for

0<r<l.
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Then (a) \F(x, r)\^e2(r) log (1/(1-r)) for -co<x<+oo and 0^r<l, where

e2(r) is bounded and c2(r) = o(l) as r -*■ 1 ;

(b) F(x, r) = i2/(x, r) and F(x, r) e ¿f (0 ̂  r < 1);

(c) Fx(x, r) = üfx(x, r) = - 2nm= o (aj(2n + 2))a>B(x)r» (0 S r < 1 ) ;

(d) |F^(x, r)| áe3(r)/(l-/,)1/2 for -oo<x<+co and \fir0<r<l, where e3(r)

is bounded and e3(r) = o(l) as r -> 1.

Proof.

|rF(x, r)-r0F(x, r„)| =
-2¿r2^K+1+n?o¿h^K+1

2 t °»w r° pn dp i=i r \ s «.^-wp" *
n = 0   z •'r I •''o Z n = 0

since/(x, r) is a power series in r and converges uniformly over compact subsets of

r when r is bounded away from 1.

¿ f |/(x, p)| dp ú i f f^ dp = ,,(/■) log Tl-,

where e2(r) is bounded and o(l) as r -> 1.

Thus F(x, r) satisfies all the hypotheses of Lemmas 3, 4, and 5 proving

Fix, r)eJt, for 0^r< I, Fx(x, r)eJf, and F,(x, r) = -2nœ=0 (fl„/(2n + 2))cD;(x)rn.

By [2, Theorems 2 and 8] we have F(x, r) = Qf(x, r) and Fx(x, r) = ü/t(x, r).

It remains to prove (d). By Lemma 5, for r0<r<l, we have \fx(x, r)\

úex(r)l(l-rf'2. Thus

\rFJx, r)-r0Fx(x, r0)\ á I -* 2 a»°»WiïïXT"ÏÏXil I
n = 0 1«+1     n+ 1J l

^  Ii  f    2   ̂ 'n(x)pndp    ¿  J   T   l/^X, p)| dp
■''■0  71 = 0 •'''0

e (r)
- ?n _ V'2   *°r -°° < X < +0° and i == /"o < r < 1,

where e3(r) is bounded and e3(r) = o(l) as /•-> 1. Thus

F*(*> 01 á n *  i<3   for 0 ¿ r0 < r < 1,
«3(r)

(1-0
proving (d).

Smoothness. We shall say that G is smooth at the point x if G(x) is defined and

finite in a neighborhood of x and if

(21 ) lim [G(x+h) + G(x - h) - 2G(x)]fh = 0.
fl->0

We shall say that G is smooth on ( - co, co) if it is smooth at every point x.

Lemma 7. Let f(x, r) = 2™=o a^nOO'"" exist for -oo<x<+oo and 0^r<l.

Suppose that \f(x, r)\^e(r)l(l—r) for -oo<x<+co and 0 = r<l, where e(r) is

bounded and e(r) = o(l) as r -> 1.
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Set F(x, r)= -2?.0 (an/(2n + 2))^n(x)rn for Our< 1 and

G(x,r) = 2 (aJ(2n + 2))Wn(x)rn  for0^r<l.
n = 0

Then

(a) | G(x, r)\ g AT5, a positive constant, for all x and 0^rx<r<l;

(b) G(x, r) = Q.Fx(x, r) and G(x, r)e¿e;

(c) limr_! G(x, r) = G(x) uniformly in x as r->l, where G(x) is a bounded

continuous function on ( — oo, co);

(d) G(x) is smooth on ( — oo, oo).

Proof. Choose rx and r such that 1 > r > rx > r0 > \, where r0 is chosen as in

Lemma 6 such that

\Fx(x, r)\ á c3(r)/(l-ry2   for r0 < r < I.

Then

\rG(x, r)-riG(x, rt)\ = || ^^ ^X^*1-»!*1)

= i

<
iZrj

i      |Fx(x, p)| dp   since FÄ(x, r) converges uniformly
J'í

*f (fZ^2^ - ^[(l-O^-O-r)1'2].

Thus, C7(jc, r) is uniformly bounded for all x and 1 >r>r0, and G(x, r) converges

uniformly to a bounded continuous function G(x).

Since G(x, r) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6, we have (b).

To prove G(x) is smooth on (-00,00), let x0 be given arbitrarily. Select

S < (1 - ro)1'2. Then for 0 < h < S,

[G(x0 + h) + G(x0 - A) - 2G(x0)]/h

= [G(x0+h,l-h2) + G(x0-h, l-h2)-2G(x0,l-h2)]¡h

+ [G(x0+h)- G(x0 + «, 1 - /z2)]/«

+ [G(x0 - A) - G(x0 - A, 1 - /z2)]//z

+2[G(x0, l-/z2)-G(jc0)]/«.

We conclude from (21) that to show G is smooth at x0, and consequently on

(—00, 00), we need only establish

(22) lim [G(x, l-h2)-G(x)]/h = 0   uniformly for |jc-x0| Ú 8,

and

(23) G(x0+h,l-h2) + G(x0 - «, 1 - h2) - 2G(x0, 1-h2) = o(h)   ash-+0.

To show that (22) holds we will show that given e > 0 there is an «0, such that for

0<«</z0 and all x such that |x—jc0| ̂ 8, we have \G(x, l-h2)-G(x)\ <he. Select
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rx as in Lemma 6 so that for 1 > r > rx > r0 we have \Fx(x, r)\ < e/2(l — r)1'2. Choose

«o such that

(i) A0<8<(l-r1)1'2 and hence l-«2;^ forO<A<«0;

(ii) for 0 < h < «o we have

\G(x, l-h2)\ < \G(x)\ + l <   max   \G(x)\ + l = Ke,

a positive constant, by continuity of G(x) and the uniform convergence of G(x, r)

to G(x);

(iii) h0<e/2KB;

(iv) A0<l/(^ + l).

Now \G(x, l-h2)-G(x)\i\G(x)-(l-h2)G(x, l-h2)\+h2\G(x, 1-«2)|.

\G(x)-(l-h2)G(x,l-h2)\ = lim rG(x, r)- 2 (aJ(2n + 2)2)Vn(x)(l -«2)n
'-1 n = 0

Ti¿02(2n + 2)*nWln + l        «+1    J|

= |lin?if   2Î2«T2<I,»W/'n^
I r-*l     Ji-h2 ¿To ¿« + z

á lim + f

Thus

,2 20-p)1'2

Slte[|A-(l-r^|]-|A

since 1 — A2 > rj,, for r > r!

|G(x, 1-A2)-G(jc)| g £A+A2|G(x, 1-A2)|;

á e¡2h+h2K6   for0<h<h0;

Ú e/2h+he/2 = eh,   proving (22).

To prove (23) we will prove, for e>0 and 0<h<h0, that (1-«2)|VG| <eh,

where VG=G(x0+h, l-h2) + G(x0-h, l-h2)-2G(x0, 1-h2).

(l-A2)|VG| = | f (2n%y2 %(x0 + h)(l-h2r^

+ 2^2^o-/!)(l-^--2 2o(^^o)(l-AT-

Xfati ̂ +<"^n^+2«T2 •a*-*> JTV*
2a f1-"2 "Ï

= i

+ T [°o(Xo + A) + <l>ó(*o - h) - 2<Po(*o)]

»1_Ä2

= i |[       [F*(*o + A, p) + FÄ(xo - A, p) - 2FÄ(x0, p)] dp

s

= i  J 1    [F**(*o + V, p) - F^(*o - y, p)] dy dp

+ o(h)

since í>ó is smooth

+ o(h)
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by the uniform convergence of Fx and Fxx.  Using the fact that Fxx(x0, p)

= (x2+ l)F(x0, p)-2d[PF(x0, p)]/dp we have

(1-A2)|VG| é oW + i\fo    ' [ {- 2 §-p[pF(x0+y,p)] + [(x0+y)2 +l]F(x0+y,P)

+ 2 y [pF(x0-y,p)]

+ [(x0-y)2 +1]F(x0-y, p)} dy dp

By Fubini's Theorem, we have

rh ri-h2

2y [pF(x0 +y, p)-pF(x0-y, p)] dp dy(1-A2)|VG| úo(h)+$\ f   f
I Jo Jo

¡•h   rx-h*

(24) + {[(x0+y)2 + l]F(x0+y,p)
Jo  Jo

-[(xo-y)2 + l]F(x0-y,p)}dpdy

The first integral in (24) is then

I f (-2)[pF(x0 + y, p)-pF(x0-y, P)]l~h2 dy
I Jo

-2 jh (1 -A2)[F(x0 + y, 1 -A2)-F(x0-y, 1 -A2)] dy

rh rx0 + y

-2      (1-A2) Fx(x, l-h2)dxdy
Jo JxQ-y

Ú 2 f(l-A2) P  " \Fx(x, 1-A2)| dxdy
Jo Jx0-y
rh   rx0 + y „

^2 (1-A2) on    ,,—r^vöT, dx dy   since rx < 1 -A2
Jo  Jx, 2(1-(1-A2))1'2

[he(l-h2)
= 2 f 'K\ú'-' 2ydy = l (1 -A2)A2 < eh.

Jo       2n h

The second integral in (24) is

Irh   rx-h*
{[(x0+y)2 +1 ]F(x0 + y, p)- [(xo-y)2 +1]F(x0-y, P)} dp dy

Jo Jo

= K*S + 1)1 f P " [F(x0+y, p)-F(x0-y, P)] dp dy
I Jo Jo

+\Soy!o l Wxo+y'p^+Fixo-y'pïïdpdy

+ i|f>'2í1   ' [F(x0 + y,p)-F(x0-y,p)]ö'pd>
I Jo       Jo

= i(x2o +1) I P í *       fV   Ft(x0 +1, p) dt dp dy
I Jo   Jo J-y

rh       rX-h*

+ \   y \ \F(x0+y, p) + F(x0-y, p)\ dp dy
Jo     Jo

rh rl-h2   ry

+i \   y2 \ Ft(x0 + t,p)dtdpdy
JO JO J-y
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Now using the fact that |F((x, r)| <e/(l-r)1'2 for r>ru\Ft(x, r)| <K7 for 0^r<rx,

\F(x, r)\ < e log 1/(1 -r)   for r > r2,        \F(x, r)\ < K8   for 0 < r < r2,

we obtain that the second integral in (24) is bounded by

tt*+1} r LC1 LK"dt dp+C L (T=pF * dpVy

+ \h y [22KBdpdy + e f y P" * log (1/(1 -P)) dp dy
Jo       Jo Jo       Jr2

i"h /"ft        I'd2

+ 2F8      yr2dy + e      y log s dsdy
Jo Jo       Jl-r2

+**r,,,ir*'++r"'i^5"+]*
S «4+1) £ [2K,jt,-9<1 -p)'»|i,-»*) ¿y

V2 I* Í''1
+ 2F8r2T    + e     j[jlogi-j]f_r2a>

z |o        Jo

+ K,rx Cy3dy - A> (">(!-¿>)1/2 * ^ dy
Jo Jo rx

= ±(x2 + l)[K7rxh2-2e(h-(l-rxy'2)h2]

+ KBr2h2 + eh2[(h2logh2-h2)-(l-r2)log(l-r2) + (l-r2)]

+ F7r1(A4/4)-F7£[A-(l-r1)1'2]A4/4 = +0(A2) = o(h).

Lemma 8. Letf(x, r) = Ji™=0an<bn(x)rn exist for -co<x<+co and 0^r<l.

Suppose that \f(x, r)\^e(r)/(l-r) for -co<x<+co and 0^r<l, where e(r) is

bounded and e(r) = o(l) as r-+l. Set F(x, r)= ~2"=o (aB/(2n + 2))On(x)rB for

0 ^ r < 1, a/ja" suppose that there is yxeJif such that - oo < yx(x) ¿/*(x) ¿/*(x) < + co

for all x. Then lim,..,! F(x, r) = F(x) exists and is finite for all x.

Proof. It is sufficient to show lim^i rF(x, r) exists and is finite.

rF(x0, r)= -  | ¿^2 °»(*o>B + 1 = "* J/(*o, /») 4>-

By hypothesis /*(x0) and f*(x0) are finite, hence /(x0, r) is bounded in absolute

value by ^(x0) = sup{|/*(x0)| + l, |/*(x0)| + l} for 0<r3<r<l. If r4 and r5 are

such that 0 < r3 < r4 < r5 < 1, then

|r5F(x0, r5)-r4F(x0, r4)| g 1 £' |/(x0, P)\ dp á ^ ^-r,)

which approaches zero as ri and r5 approach 1.
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Generalized derivatives. If G is defined and finite in a neighborhood of the point

x, we set £)]fG(x) = limsuph^o [G(jc + A) —G(x—A)]/2A. DXifG(x) will designate the

corresponding lim inf„_0.

Lemma 9. Under the same hypothesis as Lemma 8, we have

Di*G(x) ^ lim inf [F(x, r) + (x2 + l)QF(x, r)]
r->l

g lim sup [F(x, r) + (x2 + l)ÜF(x, r)] ^ Di*G(x).
r-l

Proof. ClF(x, r) is well defined since F(x, r) e 3<f. By Lemmas 7 and 4,

f°°                /       v + r—1\
G(x, v+r-1) = G(t, r)Plx, t,-I dt for l > r > r0, I > v + r-1 > r0.

Taking limits as r -> 1,
/•oo

G(x, v) = G(t)P(x, t, v) dt   for 1 > v > /■„•
J —  00

It is sufficient to show

Di*G(x0) = lminfC(*0 + *)~G(*0~*) Ú Uminf[F(x0,r) + (x20+l)nF(x0,r)].
ft-«0 ¿« r-»l

If D1+G(x0) = —oo we are done. Assume DiifG(x0)>q> — oo. Observe

Gx(x0, r) = J ^T2)"2 <S>"¿x°>n

since í>n(x) satisfies (16). Therefore

Gx(x0, r) = F(x0, /■) + (*§ + l)QF(x0, r) =  f"   G(t)PJx0, U r) dt,
J - CO

and we have to show
/•oo

F>i*G(x0) ^ lim inf        G(t)Px(x0, t, r) dt = lim inf Gx(x0, r).
r->l        J-a, r—1

Since 7>14.G(x0)>í7> — oo it is sufficient to show

(25) lim inf Gx(x0, r) ^ q.
r->l

To prove (25) note that

Gx(x0, r) =  f     G(t)Px(x0, t, r) dt       which by (14)
J — oo

-im
7rl,2(1_r2)3/2

where

f°°   G(t)[-x0(l+r2) + 2tr]e-"2dt
J —CO
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Rearranging we find

exp

„1/2(1 _ ,.2)3/2 V
Ï2

Gx(x0, r) —       „1/2(1 __2\3/2       ( — Xo)(l—r)

(26) x [/J G(x0 + s) exp {- [¿±^] [J+*0 [i^]} A

+ J" flfr-i) exp {- [Jj^-J [s-x0 [}^-]2} *]

+ ir^l-r2)3'2

x [£ <*.+,)■ exp {- y^rL] [s+x0 [}^]2} A

"I" G(x°-S)sexp i" [¿^] H° (ÏTP)]2} 4

The claim is that (26) is o(l) as r -> 1. Because G(x) is bounded by A^5 and using the

substitutions í=[(l+r2)/2(l-r2)]1'2[í±x0(l-'07(l + '-2)], we find

lim |(26)| = M Ks S (1 -r)-(l^)1'2 {2 £ r* *} = 0.

Therefore Gx(x0, r) can be written as

o(D +
ir l/20_r2\3/2

x [ J" {G(*0 + »)- G(*„-s)}s exp | - [Jpt^-J [,+1, ÍLZl!]*J a]

(27) .»^Hfifg)}
IT i/2n — r2)3'2

x [J" G(*0-s> exp {- [J^] [,+*0 [L-^-2]2} *

- J" Gfe-,), exp {- [2-i±^] [,-*,, [j^-2]2} *].

Using the same substitutions, we get lim,.-,! |(27)| =0, since the exponential term

dominates. Thus

Gx(x0,r) = o(l) + —{4m
771/2(1 _,. 2)3/2

x [[ {G(x0+s)-G(x0-s)}sexp {- [¿±^] [s+x0 [i^]} ds] .
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Note it is sufficient to consider the integral only over the interval s e [0, 8], for any

fixed S > 0, because the exponential term carries the integral to zero as r -*■ 1,

when s is bounded away from zero. Therefore

„2

G*(xo,r) = 0(l) +
77l/2(1_r2)3,2

x 1^ |   {G(x0+s)-G(x0-s)}sexp |- ^"^J |s+x0 Tj^àj j *]■

Since Di*G(x0)>q, we choose S such that, for |j| <8, we have

{G(x0 + s)-G(x0-s)} > 2qs.

Then (28) dominates

f2   /I _«2

exp
X2   /J _/-2\'l

TlrTP)i2r2g r r» (_ r l+r2 1 r       0-rm   l
77i/2(1 _r2)3/2        [Jo s exp |    ^2(1 _r2A Y+xQ (1 +r2)j j as y

By the usual substitution, and letting r -> 1,

lim inf G*(x0, r) ^ -^ f   t2e~t2 dt = q.
r->l TT        J0

Lemma 10. Let f(x, r) = J.ñ=0an<$n(x)rn exist for -oo<x<+oo and 0¿r<l.

Suppose that \f(x, r)\^e(r)/(l—r) for — oo<x<+co and 0^r<l, where c(r) is

bounded and e(r ) = o( 1 ) as r -> I, and that there isyie^C such that — co < y j 5=/*(x)

£/*(*) <+ co /or a// x. Se? F(x, r)= - 2n-o (aj(2n + 2))<&n(x)rn for0 = r<l,and

suppose F(x, r) -> F(x), where F(x) is a continuous function on (a, b). Then

(a) F(x, r) -> F(x) uniformly on compact subsets of (a, b) as r -> 1 ;

(b) A*F(x)Zf*(x) andf*(x)^ A*F(x) in (a, b).

Proof. Let [ax, bx]<^(a, b). We wish to show F(x, r)->F(x) uniformly in

[a1; AJ as /•-> 1. Let

(29) a < aé < a3 < a2 < ax < bx < b2 < b3 < bé < b.

Let A(x) be a të"" function such that

A(x) = 1    in [a3, b3],

(30) A(x) = 0   for x £ [a4, ¿>4],

A(x) Ú I.

. For x e (a, b) define F^x) = A(x)F(x)

and for x £ (a, A) define Fi(x) = 0.

Then by (29), (30), (31), and the hypothesis we have Fx(x) is continuous, in SP1, JF

and bounded by a constant, say K. Set

(32) Fx(x, r) = P  F(x, t, r)Fx(t) dt   for 0 á r < 1.
J — oo
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Then Fi(x, r) satisfies (8) for Oár< 1. Since Fx(x) is continuous and in Jf, we have

Fi(x, r) -*■ Fi(x) as r -> 1 [2, pp. 398-399]. We will show

(33) Fi(x, r) -*■ Fx(x) uniformly on compact subsets of ( — co, oo) as r -> 1. Let

[c, d] be any closed interval in (-oo, oo). For £>0 choose r' such that when r>r',

I P  P(x,t,r)dt-\
| J — co

< 2K   °n ^ d^'

This can be done since J"™M F(x, t,r)dt^ I uniformly on compact subsets. Hence

for r>r' we have

|Fi<Ä O-FiWI á I f"   F^OF^, í, r) dt- f"  F^Pf*, r, r) dt
|  J — OO J —CO

+  Fx(x) f    P(x, t,r)dt- Fx(x)
J -CO

=  P   \Fx(t)-Fx(x)\P(x,t,r)dt + K\r  P(x,t,r)dt-l
J — oo I J — 00

_       fx-ô       rx fx + ô       /"oo

= 9+ +        + + \Fi(t)-Fi(x)\P(x,t,r)dt
¿     J - oo       Jx-ó     Jx Jx + ô

where 8>0 is to be chosen. Since lim^i P(x, t, r)=0 uniformly for |x—i|_8 and

\Fx(t)-Fx(x)\S2K, the integrals $X_~J and J"+d go to zero uniformly on [c,d].

Choose 8 by the uniform continuity of Fx(x) on [c, d] such that, for the given e>0,

we have that when \x—t\ < 8 then \Fx(t)-Fx(x)\ <e/4. Then

f "' |Fx(í)-F1(x>tF(*,í,r)íO i±£'"p(x,t,r)dt ú ¿ f^P(x,t,r) dt

which converges to e/4 uniformly on compact subsets. The integral jx_a similarly

becomes smaller than e/4, proving (33).

Since Fx(x) = F(x) on [ax, bx], we have Fx(x, r) -> F(x) uniformly on [ax, bx]. It

remains to show F(x, r) — Fx(x, r) -*■ 0 uniformly on [ax, bx].

H(*> ') = 2 (¿^ (S>n(xyn       (° = r< 0-

Claim :

(34) H(x, r) -> //(a:), a bounded continuous function, and the convergence

is uniform in x.

To see this, choose rx > r2 > 1/2. Then

\rxH(x, rx)-r2H(x, r2)\ Ú \ I J éb) °»W P ?" *
\-n = 0ín^r L Jtî

ái riiFfep)|í/p->o
•/r2
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uniformly in x as rx, r2-+l since |F(x, r)| úe2(r) log 1/(1— r) by Lemma 6.

Thus H(x, r) is bounded for all x and is in 3^. By [2, Theorems 2 and 8] we also

have

H(x, r) = ilF(x, r) ~ J J^~^2 ®n(x)r\

Observe H(x, r)—j"n P(x, t, r)H(t) dt satisfies all the hypothesis of Lemma 2,

which proves H(x, /•)=/!!«, F(x, /, r)H(t) dt. Define

Hx(x, r) = O.Fx(x, r)       (0 = r < 1).

(35) Note Hx(x, r)-> Hx(x) uniformly for x on compact subsets of (-co, oo)

where Hx(x) is a bounded and continuous function, since

/•oo

lim ÜFjíx, r) = -lim        Fx(t, r)k(x, t) dt
T-.X T-.1  J- oo

= - P   Fx(t)k(x, t) dt = ÜFx(x)
J — 00

and Fx(x, r) -> Fj(jc) uniformly for x on compact subsets. By Lemma 2 applied to

Hx(x, r)-¡Z„ P(x, t, r)Hx(t) dt we find

Hx(x, r) =  P   F(x, Í, !■)#!(/) A       (0Sr< 1).
•/ - 00

Set
H2(x, r) = H(x, r)-Hx(x, r)       (0 ¿ r < 1).

Then by (34) and (35), setting H2(x) = H(x)-Hx(x) we have

H2(x, r) -*■ H2(x) uniformly for x in compact subsets, where H2(x) is a bounded

continuous function in J?.

Set
F2(x, r) = Fix, r)-Fx(x, r)       (0 g r < 1).

(36) Then F2(x, r) -> F2(x), where F2(x) = 0 for x e [a3, b3].

Setting

we have

and

Claim:

'^"-IÄjW,

^(x, r) = QF^x, r) ~ 2 (2^ + 2)5 *"(*)r"

(37) *&-&&&?*<&
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Since H2(x) eJfv/e have

and by the continuity of H2(x),

uniformly on compact subsets. We also have

uniformly on compact subsets. Thus applying Lemma 2 to

2((A„-ân)/(2« + 2)2)0>n(x)rn

we have

dn = bn   for all n, proving (37).

By [2, Theorem 4], A*H2(x)ZFf(x) and F2*(x) g A*H2(x). By (36) we have

A*H2(x) = OÚ A*H2(x) on [a3, b3]. By [2, p. 395], H2(x) satisfies (17) in [a3, ba].

(38) That is, H2(x) is twice differentiable in [a3, A3] and AH2(x) = 0 in [a3, A3].

Now AH2(x, r)*=]*m AF(x, t, r)H2(t) dt since H2(x)eJt by [2, p. 398]. We will

show

(39) AH2(x, r) -> 0   uniformly in [aj, 6J as r -> 1.

Now AF(x, t, r)= -2[rP(x, t, r)]r=Fit(x, t, r)-(t2 + \)P(x, t, r). Since H2(t) is

bounded, J""+d AF(x, t,r)dt= -2\x+6 [rP(x, t, r)]r dt->0 uniformly on compact

subsets for any fixed 8>0, and similarly jx_~J AP(x, t, r) dt -> 0 uniformly in

compact subsets, it is sufficient to restrict ourselves to J"** AF(x, t, r)H2(t) dt.

¡"' AP(x, t, r)H2(t) dt = f2 [Ptt(x, t, r)-(t2+l)P(x, t, r)]H2(t) dt
Ja2 Jü2

(40) = £2 Ptt(x, t, r)H2(t) dt - £2 (t2 + l)P(x, t, r)H2(t) dt

= H2(b2)Pt(x, b2, r)-H2(a2)Pt(x, a2, r) - H2(b2)P(x, b2, r)

r>>2
H2(a2)P(x, a2,r)+\    P(x, t, r)AH2(t) dt.

Ja2

The integral in (40) is zero on [au bx] by (38). The first two terms in (40) go to zero

uniformly on [au bx] by (29), since b2 is not contained in [ax, bx], and F((x, /, r) -> 0

uniformly for |x-1 \ ̂  Si> 0.
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Thus (39) will be proved if we show

(41) H'2(b2)P(x, b2, r) and H'2(a2)P(x, a2, r) -> 0 uniformly on [ax, bx]. Since

G(x, r) -*■ G(x) uniformly in x, and G(x) is bounded, we have

lim P G(t, r) dt =  f lim G(t, r) dt =  f* G(t) dt.
r-»I Jo Jo  r-*l Jo

Hence

= H(x)-H(0).

This means 77(x)-i7(0)=^ G(r) <fr or H'(x)=G(x). Defining

G1(x,r) = ü[¿F1(x,r)]

we get Gx(x, r) -*■ Gx(x) uniformly, where Gx(x) is bounded and continuous.

Setting G2(x) = G(x) — Gx(x) we see that G2(x) is a bounded and continuous

function since G(x) and Gx(x) are. Thus (41) is proved if we can show

G2(b2)P(x, b2, r) and G2(a2)P(x, a2, r) converge uniformly to zero on [ax, bx] as

r->l.

But G2(x) is bounded and b2 $ [ax, bx]. Thus P(x, b2, r) and P(x, a2, r)~>0

uniformly on [ax, bx]. This proves (39). Since AH2(x, r) = F2(x, r) we have:

F(x, r) — Fx(x, r)-»- 0 uniformly on [ax, bx], which completes the proof that

F(x, r) -> F(x) uniformly on compact subsets of (a, b).

Since Fx(x) e ^ we have

W~Jo27zV»(*)
where «;=/!„ FiíO^níO*. Then

Fx(x,r)= p   F^Pf*,*,/■)<&=* f"   Fx(t) ^ <S>n(x)®n(t)r« dt
J - co J - co n = 0

= 2 ÍP (I>-(0Fi(0Al*»W'-n
n = 0 LJ -a) J

- - î é+-2 *«<*>-

which is consistent with our previous notation.

By [2, Theorem 4] we have

(42) A*F1(x) ̂  lim inf T ^.(xy = lim inf [-2rFx(x, r)]r.
"-1     n = o "-1
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Since Fx(x) = F(x) on [a3, b3], we have

(43) A*Fx(x) = A*F(x)   for x e [ax, bx].

Repeating the identical argument which showed AH2(x, r) -> 0 uniformly on

[ax, bx] as r-> 1, and using the properties that AF(x, t, r) and [AF(x, t, r)]t con-

verge uniformly to zero for |x-i|aS>0, we have A[A/72(x, r)] ->0 uniformly on

fa. *l].
This means [rF(x, r)]r-[rFx(x, r)]r -*■ 0 uniformly on compact subsets of (a, b).

This gives, for x0 e (a, b),

(44) lim inf - 2[rF(x0, r)]r = lim inf- 2[rF1(x0, r)]r.
T-.X r-.l

But

(45) lim inf-2[/F(x0, r)]r = /,(*„).
r-l

Thus combining (42), (43), (44), and (45) we have A*F(x)if*(x). The proof that

f*(x)= A^F(x) follows by a change of sign.

A-convex functions. The function F(x) is said to be A-convex in (a, b) if the

equations y(c) = F(c) and y(d) = F(d) for a<c<d<b imply that F(x)^y(x) for

c<x<d, where y(x) is a solution of (17).

Generalized convex functions of this type have been studied by Beckenbach and

Bing [8][9]. In particular, if F is A-convex in (a, b), then F is continuous in (a, b)

and F(a+), F(b—) exist (as finite numbers or ±co).

Lemma 11. Let f(x, r) = 2"= 0 on<S>n(x)rn exist for -co<x<+co and Ogr<l.

Suppose that \f(x,r)\^e(r)/(l—r) for — co<x<+co and 0^r<l, where c(r) is

bounded and e(r) = o(l) as r~*-l, and that there is yxe Jt° such that — oo <yx(x)

SMx) úf*(x) < + ex, for allx. Set F(x, r) = - 2„<1 „ (o»/(2« + 2))On(x)r"/or 0 S r < 1,

and suppose F(x, r) -»■ F(x), wAere F(x) /'i a continuous function on (a, b). Then F(x)

is continuous in [a, b].

Proof. It will be shown that :

(46) F(a+) exists (finite or ±co) and

(47) F(a)=F(a+) and is finite.

By symmetry we then have F(x) is continuous at b. By hypothesis we have — co

<.y(x)í=/*(x)á/*(x)< +00. Let u(x) be a function chosen as in [2, p. 396] such

that

u(x) is upper semicontinuous,

u(x)^.y(x)< + oo for all x, and

u(x) £ JC.

Set W(x) = F(x) - Q.u(x). Then A* W(x) ä A*F(x) - A* Qw(x) l/,(x) - w(x) ̂y(x)-

u(x)^0 by [2, p. 392] and Lemma 10.
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Applying [2, p. 395], we have W(x) is A-convex in (a, b). Since IF is A-convex to

the right of a, this means

W(a+) exists as a finite number or + oo.

By the continuity of Ciu(x), this proves (46). To prove (47), we select a<a'<b'<b.

Since

G(x> ') = Î (2hT2f ®'n(x)rn      for 0 á r < 1,

and <bn(x) satisfies (16),

= - Î2A2 ^>B+^+1>|0(2«T27 *«<*>"

= F(*,r)-r-(;t2+l)77(;c,r).

Thus

G(a+h, r) = ¡a+h F(t, r) dt+ f° * (t2+l)H(t, r) dt+ G(a', r).
Ja' Ja'

Taking the limit as r-*-1, and applying Lemmas 7 and 10 we have

G(a+A)-G(ö') = ¡a+h F(t) dt+ f°+* (t2 + \)H(t) dt.
Ja' Ja'

Since F(a+) exists (as finite or ± oo) we can take the limit as a' -> a and get

G(a+A)-G(a) =  [^ F(t)dt+ f"+* (t2 + l)H(t) dt.
Ja Ja

Thus

lim G(a+^~G(fl) == F(a+) + (a2 + l)H(a)
Ä-0+ «

and this must be finite or ± oo.

But G is smooth by Lemma 7, which means that the right-hand and left-hand

limits must agree. Therefore G'(a)=F(a-l-)-(-(a2-)-l)/z'(fl). Applying Lemma 9

G'(a) = lim [F(a, r) + (a2 + l)H(a, r)]
r-.l

= F(a) + (a2 + l)H(a).

This means F(a)=F(a+). By Lemma 8, F(a) is everywhere finite, proving (47).

Lemma 12. Let f(x, r) = Ji„=0an<&n(x)rn exist for -oo<x<+oo and 0 = r<l.

Suppose that \f(x, r)\ ¿e(r)/(l-r) for -ao<x< +<x> and 0¿r<l, where e(r) is
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bounded and e(r) = o(l) as r-*-l, and that there is yxe3t such that —oo<yx(x)

¿Mx) áf*(x) < +00 for all x. Set

F(x, r) = - 2 A *»(*>""   forOúr<l.
n = o An + Z

FAen F(x) is continuous in (—oo, oo).

Proof. Let F>0. It is sufficient to show F(x) is continuous on (—F, R). In

Lemma 8 we saw that the function

Fix, r) - - 2 ¿p2 ^t^"'      ° = r < l>

was Poisson summable at all points x to a function F(x). Let F be the set of points

at which F(x) is discontinuous. We propose to show that F is the empty set.

Choose increasing sequence {rn}„°= x with rx = 0 and rn -*■ 1 as n -> co, and with the

property that if rn^r^rn+x, then |/(x, r)—f(x, rn)\ ^ 1 for |x|^2F. Since

limsupn_00 |/(x, rn)\ úf*(x)< +oo, given any closed nondegenerate interval J

contained in the interior of (—R,R) there exists, by [10, Lemma 4, p. 645], a

constant M and a closed nondegenerate subinterval Jx of/such that |/(x, rn)\^M

for x in Jx. But then |/(x, r)| ^ M +1 for 0 Ú r < 1 and x in Jx. This fact implies that

F(x, r) -> F(x) uniformly for x in Jx, and therefore that F(x) is continuous in Jx.

We conclude that the set F is nondense in (—R, R).

Suppose F contains an isolated point z0. Then there is an A > 0 such that — R < z0

-h<z0+h<R and such that F(x) is continuous in each of the open intervals

(z0 —A, z0) and (z0, z0 + A). Applying Lemma 11, F(x) is continuous at z0, thus F

contains no isolated points.

If F is not vacuous, its closure F is perfect. We again apply [10, Lemma 4, p. 645].

Let tt=JE, where J is a segment, be a portion of F on which F(x) is continuous.

Let (a, b) be a segment contiguous to tt. On (a, b), F(x) is continuous. Thus by

Lemma 11, F(x) is continuous on [a, b]. If x0 £ F is a left-hand endpoint or right-

hand endpoint of one of the contiguous intervals of tt, this gives F(x) is continuous

at x0. Thus we may suppose x0 is the limit of left-hand endpoints of contiguous

intervals. Applying Lemma 11 to each contiguous interval (c, d), we have F(c)

= F(c+) and F(d) = F(d-). Defining W(x) = F(x)-Qw(x) as in Lemma 11, we

have W(x) is A-convex in each interval and W(c+)= W(c), W(d-)=W(d). It

follows that if x0 is any point of tt, then W(x) is upper semicontinuous at x0. Then

W(x) is upper semicontinuous in J, which implies that W(x) is A-convex and

therefore continuous in /. Thus F is vacuous and F(x) is continuous in (—R, R).

The above proof is very similar to the analogous theorem for trigonometric

series [3, p. 355].
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Chapter II

Major theorems.

Theorem I. Let the series J.n=o0.n^n(x)rn converge, for 0^r<l, to f(x,r).

Suppose that

(i) \f(x, r)\ =o(l/(l -/■)) uniformly in x as r-> 1;

(ii) íAere z's a function yxe3^ such that - oo < yx(x) úf*(x) ûf*(x) < + aofor allx;

(hi) there is a function y2 e ¿f such that — oo < y2(x) ^ F(x) for all x.

Then the series 2™= o ßn^nW ö Poisson summable almost everywhere, and is the

Hermite series of its Poisson sum.

Proof. As in Lemma 10, we set

H(x, r)=QF(*, r) = J ^^ «»»(*>".

In (34) we showed /7(x, /•) converged to the continuous and bounded function

H(x) as r -> 1. Repeating the argument of (37), we have

^)-î(2^2F^).

By [2, Theorem 5] and hypothesis (iii), the series - 2™= o (oJ(2n + 2)ÏO„(jt) is Poisson

summable almost everywhere (we already proved in Lemma 8 this was everywhere

to F(x)) and

(48) F(x) ~ 2 ^b *-(*)■

Again applying [2, Theorem 5] to (48), because of Lemma 12 and hypothesis (ii),

we have that the series 2"= o fln^nW is Poisson summable almost everywhere and

is the Hermite series of its Poisson sum.

This result extends Rudin's results [2, Theorem 6], because the condition

an = o(nlli) implies \f(x, r)|=o(l/(l—/•)) uniformly in x as r-> 1. In fact, since

P(x,x,r) = J <ï>n«<ï>n(*>n = 0(1/(1-r)1'2)
n = 0

uniformly in x as r -> 1, and 2"=o o(«1,2)rn=o((l/(l -r))3'2) as r -> 1, we have

I    oo /   oo \ 1/2 /   oo \ 1/2

|/(x, r)| =    2 (anrnl2)(<l>n(x)r»i2)\ Ú    2 a«rl       2 ^H
|n = 0 \n = 0 /       \n = 0 /

uniformly in x as r ->1. If an = o(n1:i), the condition that F(x) e 3tf follows from the

Riesz-Fischer Theorem.
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Theorem II. Let the series 2,n=0an$>n(x)rn converge, for 0 = r<l, to f(x, r).

Suppose that

(i) |/(x, r)\ = o(lf(l — r)) uniformly in x as r-> 1;

(ii) limr-1/(x, r) = 0for all x.

Then an=0for all n.

Proof. By Lemmas 10 and 12, F(x, r)= -2"= o (ßnl(2n + 2))<I>n(x)rn converges as

r,-> 1 uniformly on compact subsets. By Lemma 10(b) we also have that A*F(x)

^0= A*F(x). Applying [2, Corollary 6.3], F(x) is a solution to (17) for all x, that is

F"(x)-(x2 + l)F(x)=0. By (16),

<i> (x)    <S>"(x)
$ (x) = Cx2+n   nW- W"W.

nW     {X +l)2n + 2   2n + 2

Thus

-(*2 + l) î^ W-+2 (2^ Wr^F(x)

uniformly on compact subsets. Integrating twice,

ja* r r •*> * *-f r «i+"«'•*•> * *
converges to jx j'0 F(t) dt ds, where H(x, r) = Q.F(x, r), (0ár<l), as defined in

Lemma 10. Since

P f oxoííd! = P [*;(*)-<&;(<>)] & = on(x)-on(o)-x(D;(o),
Jo  Jo Jo

(49)

(t2+l)H(t,r)dtds   converges to F(t) dt ds.
Jo Jo Jo Jo

But (49) is known to converge to

H(x)-H(0)-xG(0)- P P (/2+ 1)AT(0 A ds.
Jo Jo

Therefore

(50)       H(x)- H(0) - xG(0) - P P (/2 + l)/f-(0 A <& = P (' F(t) dt ds.
Jo  Jo Jo  Jo

Since H and G are bounded (Lemmas 7 and 10), the left-hand side of (50) is 0(x4)

for x large.

Since the function ß(x) = ex2'2 ¡x_„ e~u2 du and ß(-x) = ex2'2 Jl* e""2 du are

linearly independent solutions to (17), we have F(x) = Ciß(x) + c2ß(—x). Let

ïito=s r r ̂ ) * *and *»<*>=s r p #- o * *■
X   Jo   Jo X   Jo   Jo
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As x-> +00, gx(x)-+ +00 and g2(x)->0. So if jx0 j"Q F(t) dt ds is 0(x% then

cx = 0. As x^ -oo, g2(x) -> +00 and g^x) -*■ 0. So if J"* f0 F(t) dt ds is 0(xi),

then c2 = 0. Thus F(x) = 0 for all x. Theorem I now applies and gives us

0~2"=o an<t>„(x) oran = 0 for all «.

We cannot replace the condition o(l/(l —/*)) by 0(1/(1 — r)) in Theorems I and II.

To illustrate this, if we differentiate ex2,2P(x, 0, r) we get

/(*, r) = 2o (2« + 2)1'2<Dn + 1(0)On(x)r" = -lf2~^2)3/2 exp |-| (iz£)}

(0 ^ r < 1).

This is a series of Hermite functions for which f(x, r) -> 0 for all x, F(x) e ^ and

/(x, /•) = 0(1/(1 — r)) uniformly in x as r-> 1. This series is clearly not the zero

series, and we conclude the above condition is in a certain sense best possible.
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